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Normal respiratory and circulatory functions are crucial for survival. However, conventional methods of
monitoring respiration, some of which use sensors inserted into the nasal cavity, may interfere with
naïve respiratory rates. In this study, we conducted a single-point measurement of electrocardiograms
(ECGs) from the pectoral muscles of anesthetized and waking mice and found low-frequency oscillations
in the ECG baseline. Using the fast Fourier transform of simultaneously recorded respiratory signals, we
demonstrated that the low-frequency oscillations corresponded to respiratory rhythms. Moreover, the
baseline oscillations changed in parallel with the respiratory rhythm when the latter was altered by
pharmacological manipulation. We also demonstrated that this method could be combined with in vivo
whole-cell patch-clamp recordings from the hippocampus. Thus, we developed a non-invasive form of
respirometry in mice. Our recording method using a simple derivation algorithm is applicable to a variety
of physiological and pharmacological experiments, providing an experimental platform in studying the
mechanisms underlying the interaction of the central nervous system and the peripheral functions.

© 2018 The Authors. Production and hosting by Elsevier B.V. on behalf of Japanese Pharmacological
Society. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/

licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
1. Introduction

Normal function of the respiratory and circulatory systems is
indispensable for survival. Catastrophic failure of either system
leads to fatal diseases. Accordingly, electrocardiograms (ECGs) are
widely used to quantify cardiac function.1,2 Likewise, CO2 sensors
and thermally sensitive resistors in the nasal cavity, which detect
respiration-related changes in CO2 concentration and intranasal
temperature, respectively,3,4 are often used to measure respiratory
rates. However, these measurements per se occasionally affect
respiratory rates,5 making it difficult to obtain intact respiratory
information. This matter is particularly the case when small
experimental animals are tested. Therefore, more reliable methods
are required to measure intact respiratory rhythms.
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In humans, a somewhat simple and non-invasive method in
which the respiratory rhythms are mathematically isolated from
the ECG signal has been clinically applied for monitoring the states
of patients with sleep apnea syndrome or evaluating the exercise
intensity.6,7 Although the mathematical algorithm has allowed to
derive the respiratory component from human ECGs, it remains
unknown whether intact respiratory information can be derived
from ECGs of small animals using simple statistical methods.

In the present study, we employed a single-point, direct mea-
surement of ECGs from the pectoral muscles of anesthetized
and waking mice. We found periodical slow oscillations in the
ECG baseline. The periodic low-frequency (i.e., approximately
3e4 Hz) oscillations reflected a respiratory component, which was
assessed by two parameters of respiratory rhythms, i.e., abdominal
movement recorded through an isotonic transducer and local field
potentials (LFPs) from the olfactory bulb. Moreover, we pharma-
cologically manipulated the respiratory rhythms of mice to
examine whether the ECG low-frequency component changes in
parallel with respiratory patterns. Finally, we applied this simple
and reliable technique in combinationwith whole-cell patch-clamp
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recordings from hippocampal CA1 neurons and investigated the
correlations between respiratory/circulatory functions and the
central nervous systems.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Animal ethics

All animal experiments were performed with the approval of
the animal experiment ethics committee at the University of Tokyo
(approval numbers: 29-9, 29-12, 29-14 and 29-15) and in accor-
dance with the University of Tokyo guidelines for the care and use
of laboratory animals. These experimental protocols were con-
ducted in accordance with the Fundamental Guidelines for the
Proper Conduct of Animal Experiments and Related Activities in
Academic Research Institutions (Ministry of Education, Culture,
Sports, Science and Technology, Notice No. 71 of 2006), the Stan-
dards for Breeding and Housing of and Pain Alleviation for Exper-
imental Animals (Ministry of the Environment, Notice No. 88 of
2006) and the Guidelines on the Method of Animal Disposal (Prime
Minister's Office, Notice No. 40 of 1995). All animals were housed
under a 12-h/12-h darkelight cycle (i.e., lights on from 07:00 to
19:00 for Figs. 1e3, 5; lights off from 07:00 to 19:00 for Fig. 4) at
22 ± 1 �C with ad libitum food and water.

2.2. Surgery

For physiological recordings from anesthetized mice, except for
whole-cell recordings (i.e., Figs. 1e3), 21- to 39-day-old male ICR
mice (Japan SLC, Shizuoka, Japan) were used. The animals were
anesthetized with 2.25 g/kg intraperitoneal urethane. Anesthesia
was confirmed by the lack of paw withdrawal, whisker movement,
and eye blink reflexes. A 1.0-cm incisionwas made in the precordial
skin at a distance of 2.0 mm away from the midline, and a wire
electrode (stainless steel wires; AS633, Cooner Wire Company,
15 cm long, 0.147 mm in diameter) was implanted in the pectoral
muscle to record the ECG signals. The scalp was removed, and a
metal head-holding plate was mounted on the skull. The plate was
fixed firmly with dental cement. Then, a hole was made in the back
of the head with a drill, and a stainless screw was implanted in the
bone above the cerebellum to serve as ground. The screw was
attached to a conductive lead wire (UEW, Oyaide Elec, Japan, Tokyo,
15 cm long, 0.14 mm in diameter). Then, a craniotomy was per-
formed using a high-speed drill to create a hole (0.5 mm in diam-
eter) centered at 1.5 mm anterior and 1.0 mm lateral to the bregma,
and an electrodewas inserted into the olfactory bulb to record LFPs.
A suture thread was hooked to the subcutis of the side of the
abdomen and was tied to an isotonic transducer, which converted
the tension of the thread into electrical potentials.

For chronic recordings of ECG signals and olfactory bulb LFPs
from behaving mice (Fig. 4), a total of 2 male ICR mice (3e4 months
old) with preoperative weights of 45e50 g was used in this study.
The detailed surgical procedures have been described else-
where8,9). Briefly, mice were anesthetized with 1e2% isoflurane gas
in air, and an incision (~1 cm) was made on each side of the upper
chest. Then, 2 ECG electrodes (AS633, Cooner Wire Company) were
sutured to the tissue underneath the skin of the upper chest. Cir-
cular craniotomies (1 mm in diameter) were made and stainless
steel screws were implanted at the following coordinates: 5.0 mm
anterior and 0.5 mm unilateral to bregma for the olfactory bulb (as
an indicator of respiration); 6.5 mm posterior and 1.5 mm bilateral
to bregma for the cerebellum (as ground). After all surgical pro-
cedures were complete, anesthetic administration was stopped,
and the mice were allowed to awaken from the anesthesia spon-
taneously. For postoperative recovery, each mouse was housed
individually in a cage for more than one week until its body weight
returned to the preoperative level.

For in vivowhole-cell recordings (Fig. 5), 28- to 40-day-old male
ICR mice (Japan SLC, Shizuoka, Japan) were used as previously
described.10,11 Briefly, the mice were anesthetized with urethane
(2.25 g/kg, intraperitoneal [i.p.]). The skin was subsequently
removed from the head, and the animal was implanted with a
metal head-holding plate. A craniotomy (2.5 � 2.0 mm2) was then
performed, centered at 2.0mmposterior to the bregma and 2.5mm
ventrolateral to the sagittal suture, and the neocortex above the
hippocampus was carefully aspirated.12 The exposed hippocampal
window was covered with 1.7% agar at a thickness of 1.5 mm.

2.3. Behavioral task

For chronic recordings (Fig. 4), mice were allowed to explore an
elevated plus maze, which was made of acrylonitrile butadiene
styrene resin and consisted of a central square (7.6 � 7.6 cm) and
four arms (28 cm long� 7.6 cmwide, two open armswith no railing
and two closed arms enclosed by vertical walls 15 cm in height).
The maze was elevated 30 cm from the floor. In each recording
session, a mouse was placed in the middle of the central square,
facing one of the open arms, and explored the maze apparatus for
5 min. The floor of the apparatus was cleaned with water and 70%
ethanol after every exploration period.

2.4. Data acquisition

Simultaneous recordings of ECG signals, abdominal movement
signals andolfactory bulb LFPsweremade at a sampling frequencyof
2 kHz using a CerePlex Direct recording system (Blackrock Micro-
systems, Salt Lake City, UT, USA). The physical abdominal movement
was first converted into a change in electrical potentials through an
isotonic transducer. The signal was then transmitted to the CerePlex
system. These three bio-signals were recorded for 5 min.

For chronic recordings, the animal's behavior in the maze was
monitored at a frame rate of 60 Hz using a top-view video camera.
The frame rate of the video was down-sampled to 3 Hz, and the
instantaneous speed of the animal in each frame was calculated
from the distance traveled within a frame (~333 ms). The ECG
signals and the olfactory bulb LFPs were acquired using a CerePlex
Direct recording system.

Whole-cell recordings were made from pyramidal neurons in
the CA1 stratum pyramidale using borosilicate glass electrodes
(4e7 MU). Pyramidal cells were identified by their regular spiking
properties and by post hoc histological analysis.12 For current-clamp
recordings, the intra-pipette solution contained the following sol-
utes (in mM): 120 potassium gluconate, 10 KCl, 10 HEPES, 10 crea-
tine phosphate, 4 MgATP, 0.3 Na2GTP, 0.2 EGTA (pH 7.3), and 0.2%
biocytin. Cells were discarded when the series resistance exceeded
75 MU or the mean resting potential exceeded �55 mV. Moreover,
recordings were rejected when the resting potential increased by
more than 8 mV from its value at the onset of the recording. ECG
signals were simultaneously acquired as described above. The
neuronal and cardiac signals were amplified by a MultiClamp 700 B
(Molecular Devices, Union City, CA, USA) and a DAM80 (World
Precision Instruments, Sarasota, FL, USA), respectively. All the sig-
nals were digitized at 20 kHz by a Digidata 1440A (Molecular De-
vices) and analyzed with pCLAMP 10.3 (Molecular Devices).

All signals were acquired at a room temperature.

2.5. Drugs

Acetazolamide (0.4 mg/kg, i. v., MP Biomedicals, Solon, OH,
USA)13 and diazepam (0.2 mg/kg, i. v., Wako, Osaka, Japan)14 were



Fig. 1. Simultaneous recordings of ECGs, respiratory abdominal movement, and olfactory bulb LFPs from an anesthetized mouse. A, A diagram of the experimental setup. B,
Left: A representative raw ECG trace. Right: The fast Fourier transform (FFT) power spectral density of the ECG trace, in which two peaks are indicated by the arrows. C, A
representative raw trace of abdominal movement (Left) and its FFT spectrum (Right). Note that the trough-to-peak portion (i.e., ascending phase) and the peak-to-trough portion
(i.e., descending phase) in the abdominal movement trace correspond to inhalation and exhalation, respectively. D, A representative raw trace of the olfactory bulb LFPs (Left) and
the FFT spectrum of the trace (Right). The traces shown in BeD were simultaneously obtained from the same mouse. EeG, Cross-correlations between ECG signal and abdominal
movement (E), between ECG signal and LFPs (F), and between LFPs and abdominal movement (G). The ECG signals were band-passed between 1.5 and 5.5 Hz to remove heartrate-
relevant signals.
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Fig. 2. Effects of acetazolamide on the ECG-derived respiratory component. A, The left and middle panels show the FFT power spectral densities of the ECGs before (light color)
and after (dark color) intravenous injection of saline and 0.4 mg/kg acetazolamide, respectively. The data are summarized in the bar graph on the right, representing the mean ± SD
changes in the peak frequencies (Dfrequency) of the low-frequency ECG components after administration of saline and acetazolamide. The P and t values were obtained by paired t-
tests, with n ¼ 5 mice. B, C, The same as A, but for respiratory abdominal movement (B) and olfactory bulb LFPs (C). DeG, Linear regressions between all possible pairs among the
three respiratory rates recorded by ECGs, abdominal movement, and olfactory bulb LFPs were performed before (D, F) and after (E, G) injection of saline (D, E) and acetazolamide (F,
G). The coefficients of determination (R2) are shown above the regression lines, and the 95% confidence intervals of the slopes of the regression lines are shown under the lines. Note
that all 95% confidence intervals include 1. n ¼ 5 mice each.
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Fig. 3. Effects of diazepam on a respiratory component of ECGs. The same as Fig. 2, but for 0.2 mg/kg diazepam. AeC, The left and middle panels show the FFT power spectral
densities of the ECGs (A), the respiratory abdominal movement (B) and the olfactory bulb LFPs (C) before (light color) and after (dark color) tail-vein injection of saline and diazepam,
respectively. The data are summarized in the bar graphs on the right, representing the mean ± SD changes in the peak frequencies (Dfrequency) of the low-frequency ECG
components after administration of saline and diazepam. The P and t values were obtained by paired t-tests, with n ¼ 5 mice. DeG, Linear regressions between all possible pairs
among the three respiratory rates recorded by ECGs, abdominal movement, and olfactory bulb LFPs were performed before (D, F) and after (E, G) injection of saline (D, E) and
diazepam (F, G). The coefficients of determination (R2) are shown above the regression lines, and the 95% confidence intervals of the slopes of the regression lines are shown under
the lines. n ¼ 5 mice each.
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Fig. 4. ECG recordings from awake mice. A, B, Representative simultaneously recorded traces (left) of ECG signals (A) and olfactory bulb LFPs (B) and their FFT power spectral
densities (right) during quiet awake periods in an unanesthetized mouse. C, The cross-correlogram of the band-passed (1.5e5.5 Hz) ECGs versus the olfactory bulb LFPs during quiet,
immobile periods in an unanesthetized mouse. DeF, The same as AeC, but for the moving period. GeI, The running speed of the mouse (G), pseudo-colored wavelet matrices (H),
and the SN ratio (I) during a representative recording session. The SN ratio represents the detectability of the FFT peak in the 1.5e5.5 Hz range against the background noise and
exceeded its chance level when the running speed dropped into zero. In panel H, the matrices during the quiet awake and moving periods are expanded in the insets on the right.
The data shown in GeI were obtained simultaneously.
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Fig. 5. Simultaneous recordings of ECGs and membrane potentials of single hippocampal CA1 neurons. A, An experimental setup. B, C, Simultaneously recorded ECGs (B) and
Vm of a whole-cell current-clamped CA1 neuron (C) in an anesthetized mouse. D, Wavelet coherence between ECGs and Vm as a function of time. The cones of influence are indicated
by the white dashed line at the beginning and end of the time axis. Part of the wavelet coherence graph is expanded in the bottom inset, in which the coherence at approximately
3 Hz continuously exceeded 0.5. The relative coherence lags (i.e., phases indicated by arrows) between ECGs and Vm were calculated using the wavelet cross-spectra. Note that the
coherence lags at approximately 3 Hz (i.e., respiratory rates) remained nearly consistent over time. E, F, Representative traces of the band-passed ECGs and Vm of a respiratory-
correlated CA1 neuron (E) and their cross-correlation (F). G, The average Vm change during a single respiratory cycle. The ascending (0�e180� , red) and descending (180�e360� ,
blue) phases of the cycle indicate inhalation and exhalation, respectively. The mean DVm trace (black) is superimposed onto a range of ±1 SEM (gray) for 369 cycles from 4 neurons.
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injected to increase and decrease the respiratory rate, respectively.
Each drug was injected into the tail vein 100 s after the beginning of
the recording. As a control, salinewas injected before the two drugs.

2.6. Data analysis

All data analyseswere carried out using ImageJ and custom-made
algorithms written in MATLAB (MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA).

We assumed that lateral abdominal movement and olfactory
bulb LFPs were indicators of respiration and confirmedwhether the
low-frequency components of the ECGs corresponded to the res-
piratory rate by analyzing frequency spectra obtained by the fast
Fourier transform (FFT). To evaluate the time lag between each pair
of those three signals, we first band-passed the original ECG signals
at 1.5e5.5 Hz, a frequency range of respiration, and then calculated
the cross-correlation in each pair.

To estimate how our arithmetic isolation between respiratory
and heartbeat rhythms is affected by the murine morphology, we
calculated the integral ratio of the ECG power spectral density be-
tween 1.5 and 5.5 Hz (respiratory power) to that between 7 and
15 Hz (cardiac power), regarded the body weight as a measure of its
morphology, and then compared the ratio with the weight.

To investigate respiratory sinus arrhythmia, we applied spline
interpolation to ReR intervals (RRIs) and filtered them at band
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frequencies between 1.5 and 5.5 Hz. These band-passed RRIs were
defined as RRI signals. We then calculated the cross-correlation
function between the RRI signals and ECG-derived respiratory
signals.

In the pharmacological experiments, we compared the peak
frequency in the power spectral density from 30-s-long periods
before and after drug injection.

In the experiments with waking mice, we analyzed running
speed using ImageJ and compared the quiet awake state (i.e.,
approximately 0mm/s) with themoving state (i.e., over 0mm/s). To
quantify the extent of isolation of respiratory signals from cardiac
ones, we scanned the original ECGs with a sliding 5-s window. We
then calculated the signal-to-noise (SN) ratio for each window ac-
cording to the following definition:

SN ratio ¼ M � m

s
;

where M is the peak value in the power spectral density
(1.5e5.5 Hz) of the focused ± 2.5-s time window, and the values m
and s are the mean and SD, respectively, of the power spectral
density (0e15 Hz) within the same window. To characterize the
ECG signals in a time-frequency domain, we further convoluted the
ECG signals with a Morlet wavelet family.

To investigate the relationship between ECGs and the mem-
brane potentials (Vm) of CA1 neurons, we first calculated the
wavelet coherence15 between ECGs and CA1 Vm. We next deter-
mined whether the CA1 Vm was correlated with respiration. The
ECGs were band-passed at 1.5e5.5 Hz; thereby, the respiratory
rhythms were derived from the ECGs. Then, we computed the
cross-correlation function between the CA1 Vm and respiratory
oscillations and compared the maximum correlation coefficient
with the chance level. To estimate the chance level, we divided the
original membrane potential traces, in which action potentials
were truncated, into 100-ms segments. We then combined them in
a randomly shuffled order and generated a surrogate. We repeated
this randomization and obtained 10,000 surrogates, after which we
estimated the P value. Furthermore, we calculated the respiratory
phase from the band-passed ECG signals. We defined the trough as
0� and 360�, and the peak as 180�. The trough-to-peak and peak-to-
trough periods corresponded to inhalation and exhalation,
respectively. We investigated the relationship of the respiratory
phase and the relative membrane potentials to the average mem-
brane potentials during each respiratory cycle.

All data were represented as the means ± SD unless otherwise
specified. The null hypothesis was rejected at the P < 0.05 level
unless otherwise specified.
3. Results

We observed low-frequency (i.e., approximately 3- to 4-Hz)
fluctuations in the baseline of ECG signals recorded from urethane-
anesthetized mice. To confirm that the low-frequency component
reflects the respiratory rhythm, we recorded physical movement of
the side of abdomen and LFPs in the olfactory bulb simultaneously
with ECGs (Fig. 1A). Time-series analyses using the fast Fourier
transform (FFT) revealed that the ECGs exhibited two peaks in their
power spectral density (Fig. 1B), whereas the abdominal movement
signal and the olfactory bulb LFPs each exhibited one peak, which
corresponded to the lower-frequency peak in the ECGs (Fig. 1C, D).
Because it is possible that these respiratory signals depend on
murine morphology, we compared the ratio of the respiratory po-
wer to cardiac power with the mouse body weight (see Materials
and methods); however, these correlations were not significantly
different from zero (P ¼ 0.92, t8 ¼ 0.25, Student's t-test of a
correlation coefficient vs 0). To characterize the temporal features
of these three bio-signals (i.e., three pairs), we computed the cross-
correlations between them (Fig. 1EeG). All three cross-correlations
fluctuated periodically at frequencies of 3e4 Hz and peaked at
approximately 0 s (band-passed ECG vs abdominal movement:
29 ± 109 ms; band-passed ECG vs LFP: �19 ± 34 ms; LFP vs
abdominal movement: �18 ± 102 ms; mean ± SD of 10 mice).
Therefore, we concluded that the lower-frequency component of
the ECG signal arose from respiration.

The heartbeats are modulated by the respiratory cycles of
inhalation and exhalation in humans, a phenomenon that is known
as respiratory sinus arrhythmia.16,17 We examined whether the
respiratory sinus arrhythmia occur in mice in our experimental
conditions. We calculated the cross-correlation function between
RRI signals and respiratory signals (see Materials and methods) and
estimated the time lags of these two signals. As the lungs expand,
the respiratory signals become relatively positive, whereas the RRI
signals become relatively negative as RRIs are shortened. Thus, the
resultant antiphase signals are expected to yield a negative peak at
time zero in the cross-correlation function.18 However, the actual
results were partially consistent across animals; we observed such
a negative peak in some mice, but did not in the others (data not
shown).

To confirm that the changes in respiratory rates are faithfully
reflected in the low-frequency component of ECGs in real time, we
conducted pharmacological manipulations of the respiratory
rhythm. Mice were intravenously treated with saline or 0.4 mg/kg
acetazolamide, which is known to increase respiratory rates.13 We
computed the FFT spectral densities of three bio-signals and
measured their peak frequencies between 1.5 and 5.5 Hz as the
respiratory rates (Fig. 2AeC). Twenty seconds after the treatment,
the respiratory rates of acetazolamide-treated mice as measured
through ECGs, abdominal movement, and olfactory bulb LFPs were
significantly higher than those of saline-treated mice (ECG:
0.27 ± 0.29 Hz (saline) vs. 0.50 ± 0.36 Hz (acetazolamide), P¼ 0.026,
t4 ¼ 3.46, paired t-test; abdominal movement: 0.26 ± 0.30 Hz vs.
0.57 ± 0.31 Hz, P ¼ 0.007, t4 ¼ 5.19; olfactory bulb LFP:
0.26 ± 0.30 Hz vs. 0.54 ± 0.36 Hz, P ¼ 0.016, t4 ¼ 3.98; n ¼ 5 mice).
We also plotted the respiratory rates before and after saline or
acetazolamide injection in a two-dimensional coordinate system
and determined the regression lines using the least-squares
method (Fig. 2DeG). The regression lines were not significantly
different from the diagonal line y ¼ x because the 95% confidence
intervals of their slopes included 1.

We next treated mice with saline or 0.2 mg/kg diazepam, which
is known to reduce the respiratory rate,14 and conducted the same
analyses for three bio-signals (Fig. 3AeC). The respiratory rates of
diazepam-injected mice were significantly lower than those
of saline-injected mice (ECG: 0.38 ± 0.20 Hz (saline)
vs. �0.47 ± 0.17 Hz (diazepam), P ¼ 0.002, t4 ¼ 7.57, paired t-test;
abdominal movement: 0.38 ± 0.22 Hz vs.�0.47 ± 0.17 Hz, P¼ 0.001,
t4 ¼ 7.8; olfactory bulb LFP: 0.38 ± 0.23 Hz vs �0.47 ± 0.17 Hz,
P ¼ 0.001, t4 ¼ 8.48; n ¼ 5 mice). Two-dimensional plots of the
respiratory rates also demonstrated that the regression lines were
statistically identical to y¼ x (Fig. 3DeG). Therefore, the respiratory
rates measured by the three bio-signals were tightly linked and
fluctuated in response to pharmacological manipulations.

We next recorded ECG signals and olfactory bulb LFPs frommice
that were freely exploring an elevated plus maze to examine
whether the respiratory rhythms can be extracted from the ECGs of
unanesthetized animals. We analyzed the bio-signals during quiet
awake and moving periods separately. During quiet awake states,
the low-frequency oscillations of the ECGs and the olfactory bulb
LFPs peaked at the same frequency in the FFT power spectral
densities (Fig. 4A, B) and exhibited peak cross-correlation at time
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0 (Fig. 4C). During moving states, the ECG waveform appeared
turbulent and did not clearly exhibit a single peak in its power
spectral density (Fig. 4D). The olfactory bulb LFPs exhibited higher-
frequency oscillations, indicating increased respiratory rates
(Fig. 4E). In contrast to the quiet awake state (Fig. 4C), the cross-
correlation exhibited no apparent peak at time 0 in the behaving
state (Fig. 4F), which suggests the low-frequency component of
ECGs in behaving mice is no longer correlated with olfactory LFPs.
Therefore, we analyzed the relationship between running speed
and the performance for frequency-based isolation of respiratory
signals from ECGs. We first computed the average running speed
for every five-second window (Fig. 4G). We then performed the
wavelet transform of ECGs during the entire recording time
(Fig. 4H). Prominent respiratory signals (i.e., approximately 3 Hz)
were observed when the running speed was close to 0 mm/s (i.e., in
quiet awake states), whereas the respiratory signals became vague
while the mouse was actively behaving. To quantify these data, we
computed the SN ratios of the low-frequency component of the
ECGs as a function of time (see Materials and methods). The SN
ratios were high only while the running speed was approximately
0 mm/s, and they became lower than the chance level while the
mice moved (Fig. 4I).

A previous study demonstrated that LFP oscillations in the
hippocampi of anesthetized rodents are associatedwith respiratory
rhythms.19 Thus, using the whole-cell current-clamp technique, we
recorded the membrane potentials (Vm) of hippocampal CA1 neu-
rons together with the ECGs of anesthetized mice (Fig. 5AeC). We
found that the wavelet coherences15 between ECGs and CA1 Vm at
approximately 3 Hz (respiration) and 10 Hz (heartbeat) were
intermittently elevated. During the high-coherence states, the
phase lags at 3 Hzwere almost constant over time, whereas the lags
at 10 Hz varied (arrows in the inset of Fig. 5D), suggesting that
neuronal Vm values were more coherent with respiratory rhythms
rather than cardiac rhythms. We thus computed the cross-
correlations between the band-passed ECGs and CA1 Vm and
found that 4 out of the 8 tested neurons exhibited correlations
significantly higher than the chance level (Fig. 5E, F). Phase analyses
revealed that in these respiration-correlated neurons, Vm fluctuated
along a respiratory cycle; that is, Vm hyperpolarized during inha-
lation and depolarized during exhalation (Fig. 5G).
4. Discussion

In the present study, we developed a reliable method tomonitor
intact respiratory signals of mice through a single precordial elec-
trode and simple mathematical algorithm to isolate respiratory
signals from ECGs. We demonstrated the successful isolation of
respiratory rates from ECG baseline oscillations in anesthetized and
wakingmice, whichwas confirmed using physiological recording of
multiple bio-signals and pharmacological manipulation. The ECG
baseline oscillated with high amplitudes so that FFT, a computa-
tionally costless algorithm, could stably isolate the respiratory
rhythms. This isolation process is simple and rapid, and thus it will
be implementable for simultaneous recordings of multiple bio-
signals as well as real-time feedback manipulations of biological
activity in various animal experiments.

We assume that the mechanism for the ECG-derived respiratory
monitoring in mice is the same as that in humans. In humans, it is
widely known that respiratory components are superimposed onto
the ECG signal, and various techniques have been proposed to
isolate it.6,7,16,20 They include twomethods. One utilizes respiratory
sinus arrhythmia, which is caused by heartbeats modulated by
inhalation and exhalation.7,16 The other utilizes the fluctuations in
R-wave amplitudes, which are caused by respiration-induced
changes in the impedance in the thoracic cavity.6,7,20 We applied
the latter mechanism to small animals.

In contrast to previous studies,7,16,17 we could not stably observe
respiratory sinus arrhythmia. We attribute one possible reason to
anesthesia by urethane. Urethane anesthesia tends to induce re-
leases of noradrenaline and adrenaline, leading to sympathetic
dominance over parasympathetic modulations.21 Because the
parasympathetic nervous activity is important for respiratory sinus
arrhythmia,22 wemight have failed to observe the respiratory sinus
arrhythmia.

We could not isolate the respiratory signal from the ECGs during
active exploration periods. We have identified two possible rea-
sons: 1) largemuscular electrical signals may havemasked the low-
frequency component of the ECGs, or 2) respiratory components
may have fallenwithin the heartbeat components because physical
exercise increased the respiratory rates.

Some previous methods of monitoring respiration have utilized
sensors in the nasal cavity that stimulated nasal receptors,3e5

altering the patterns of respiration. In contrast to those ap-
proaches, our method does not obstruct the nasal airway. More-
over, it does not disturb other respiratory organs, including the
trachea and the lungs. To achieve this method efficiently, we
carefully chose the pectoral muscle, rather than other body parts,
becausewe found that ECG recorded from the pectoralmusclemost
clearly reflected respiratory signals. As a result, our method enables
us to easily and accurately acquire respiratory signals and is used in
combination with monitoring other bio-activities such as neural
activity to analyze the acrossemodality correlations, which may
provide us with more precise prediction of adverse effects of drugs
as well as evaluation of drug efficacy. Further, our technique is
applicable to pharmacokinetic analysis, which allows for better
drug development in the future. For example, stress is associated
with respiration23 and is one of the major causes of psychiatric
disorders.24 In addition, self-regulation of respiration is suggested
as a treatment strategy for psychiatric disorders.25 However, it is
not fully understood how respiration and neural activity are
modulated by stress, how the modulation causes psychiatric dis-
orders, and how the disorders are rescued pharmacologically. With
this respect, our novel technique serves as a step to discover the
respiratoryeneural interaction in psychiatric disorders, driving
researches on drugs that have clinical effects on these disorders via
modulation of respiration. Thus, our present technique may benefit
drug discovery for the central nervous system, which is still chal-
lenging and developing.

In rodents, it is controversial whether neuronal activity is
associated with respiration.26e30 These discrepancies are partially
reconciled by a recent study;19 however, this study used cannulae
in the nasal cavity to measure respiratory rhythms and could not
exclude the possibility that respiration was unnaturally assessed.19

Such invasive measurement of respiration causes impairment of
olfactory epithelium andmay alter LFPs in the hippocampus via the
olfactory bulb-to-entorhinal cortex-to-hippocampus pathway,
making it difficult to precisely relate respiration and information
processing in the brain. Thus, a less invasive method is required for
monitoring the respiratory rhythms. Our simple and reliable tech-
nique can be combined with various pharmacological and neuro-
physiological experiments. In this study, for example, we
simultaneously monitored the respiration rhythm and Vm of single
hippocampal neurons using in vivo whole-cell recordings. As a
result, we found that in some neurons, the subthreshold Vm fluc-
tuated in conjunction with respiration rather than heartbeat.
Therefore, we speculate that respiration can modulate the Vm be-
haviors of hippocampal neurons. To the best of our knowledge, no
experimental or clinical studies have reported such intracellular
modulations. However, we do not exclude the possibility that the
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respiration-associated Vm oscillations were merely due to
respiration-induced physical movement of the brain.31 Further
experiments are required to investigate whether CA1 neurons
receive respiration-relevant synaptic inputs and thereby generate
oscillatory Vm dynamics. For example, simultaneous in vivowhole-
cell recordings of multiple CA1 neurons, together with an ECG
recording, will reveal the dependence of the Vm oscillations on
respiration.

Previous studies have suggested that respiratory rhythms are an
important influence on information processing in the brain.32

Moreover, it has recently been suggested that respiration-related
olfactory oscillations drive extracellular oscillations in the
whisker barrel cortex of waking animals27 and that respiration
entrains hippocampal LFP oscillations.28,29 Our recording methods
can further be combined with extracellular or intracellular re-
cordings from the limbic system, including the hippocampus, en-
torhinal cortex and amygdala, and will provide a simple avenue to
approach the functional relevance of respiration to information
processing in memory and emotion.
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